
FEIS ID#104/105

104a.

(See response to FEIS ID#2a)

104b.

(See response to FEIS ID#10a)

104c.

HUD-FHA Single Family Housing, 

Homeownership Center Reference Guide

Indicates the following: 

The appraiser must indicate whether the dwelling 

or related property improvements is located 

within the easement serving a HVTL, radio/TV 

transmission tower, cell phone tower, microwave 

relay dish or tower, or satellite dish (radio, TV 

cable, etc).

If the dwelling or related property 1. 

improvement is located within such an 

easement, the DE Underwriter must obtain a 

le�er from the owner or operator of the tower 

indicating that the dwelling and its related 

property improvements are not located within 

the tower’s (engineered) fall distance in order 

to waive this requirement. 

Ek, Scott (COMM)

From: Terriann Rice - Picture This [terriann4@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2009 1:58 PM
To: Ek, Scott (COMM)
Subject: EIS Comments for Picture This Photography - CapEx Line
Attachments: eis comments web.pdf

Page 1 of 1

Hi Scott, 

Attached are the comments to be included with the EIS for the Cap Ex project.  Please take a look at the details as 
we've spent many hours on this report.  You'll see that many new items have been added to the report including a recent 
customer survey, financial loss implications, visuals of what our studio looks like, some photos taken on our outdoor 
studio, and how the land is laid out in relation to the proposed power line.  If the preferred route is approved, we will 
continue to fight this through the legal system and will seek restitutions for the loss of business that we will incur.  The 
loss is huge, so I think it would be to the best interest of the utility company to try to re-route the line to the 6P06 or 
6P03 to save financial costs associated with my business as well as relieve legal obligations for the race horse breeding 
ranch and the Buddhist temple.  This alternate route changes the number of homes affected from 28 to 3.  It seems to 
me like it should be a 'no-brainer.' 

Thanks for your time. 

If you have any questions, please fell free to call or email me. 

--
Terriann Rice 
Picture This - Photography & Design 
Portrait Studio 
4500 222nd St E, Hampton MN 55031 
www.picturethis-photo.com
email@picturethis-photo.com
612-532-9565
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued

If the dwelling and related property 2. 

improvements are located outside the easement, 

the property is considered eligible and no further 

action is necessary. The appraiser, however, is 

instructed to note and comment on the effect on 

marketability resulting from the proximity to 

such site hazards and nuisances.

The “engineered fall distance” of a tower is not a 

phrase defined or utilized by the utility industry 

or applicants and is not defined in federal statutes 

or  regulations.  The only guidance for these terms 

is provided in HUD Handbook 4150.2 which states 

that “[f]or field analysis, the appraiser may use tower 

height as the fall distance.”  Valuation Analysis for 

Single Family One-to Four-Unit Dwellings, HUD 

Handbook 4150.2 at 2-2(J).  

Typically it is appropriate to comment on the 

presence of the transmission power lines and 

whether or not the subject is located within the 

easement, nothing more. Applicants are unaware 

of any instance where an FHA loan was denied 

for a single family home due to its proximity to a 

transmission line pole.  Applicants have, however, 

been contacted by FHA representatives in the past 

regarding poles homes and applicants have provided 

le�ers stating that the transmission line facilities were 

constructed according to all applicable codes and 

requirements.
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued

The pole heights proposed for the double circuit 

and double circuit capable 345 kV facilities 

are between 130 feet and 175 feet.  The pole 

heights for the 115 kV facilities are between 

65 feet and 90 feet. The risk of a transmission 

pole failure is very low.  The poles proposed for 

the Brookings 345 kV project are designed to 

withstand extreme wind and weather conditions 

normally experience in their area of installation.  

In addition, the transmission structures are 

designed to collapse on themselves within the 

right-of-way in the unusual event that such an 

event happened. Poles installed by applicants 

are designed to meet or exceed the requirements 

of the National Electric Safety Code (“NESC”). 

Also, it is the intention of the applicants to 

design centerline of the proposed project to 

avoid displacement so all homes would be 

outside of the easement area.

Map FEIS ID#191 in Appendix C shows the 

location of this property.

104d. 

(See response to FEIS ID#18c)

104e.

(See response to FEIS ID#10b)

104a
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued

104f.

(See response to FEIS ID#18a and FEIS ID#39a)

104g. 

The applicant would be required to work with the 

landowners, townships, cities, and counties along the 

route to accommodate their concerns regarding tree 

clearing, distance from existing structures, drain tiles, 

pole depth and placement in relationship to existing 

roads and road expansion plans.  (See response to 

FEIS ID#2b)

104h.

(See response to FEIS ID#4a and FEIS ID#18b)

104i.

(See response to FEIS ID#8a and FEIS ID#18b)

104j.

(See response to FEIS ID#18b)

104b
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued

104c

104d
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued

104e

104f
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued

104g

104i

104j

104h
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued
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FEIS ID#104/105 continued
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FEIS ID#106/107

106a. 

(See response to FEIS ID#10b)

106b.

(See response to FEIS ID#2a, FEIS ID#4a, FEIS 

ID#18b and FEIS ID#53c)

106a

106b
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FEIS ID#106/107 continued
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FEIS ID#108

108a.

(See response to FEIS ID#2a)

108b.

(See response to FEIS ID#10b)

1

Ek, Scott (COMM)

From: Apache [apache@lmic.state.mn.us]
Sent: Saturday, October 24, 2009 11:06 AM
To: Ek, Scott (COMM)
Subject: rowan Sat Oct 24 11:05:36 2009 ET2/TL 08-1474

This public comment has been sent via the form at: www.energyfacilities.puc.state.mn.us/publicComments.html

You are receiving it because you are listed as the contact for this project.

Project Name: Brookings County - Hampton Transmission Line Project

Docket number: ET2/TL 08-1474

User Name: tony and shelley rowan

County: Dakota County

City: northfield

Email: o_hogwash@yahoo.com

Phone: 507-663-1822

Impact:  we strongly oppose the alternate route for the powerlines!  it will have a dramatic impact on our health.  the 
lines will be 200 feet from our shed.  research on these power lines are known to increase the risk of leukemia, 
lymphoma and related conditions later in life.  people who lived within 328 yds of a power line up to the age of 5 were 
5 times more likely to develop cancer.  those who lived within the same range to a power line at any point during the 
first 15 years were 3 times more likely to develoop cancer as an adult.  even the EPA warns "there is reason for 
concern" and advises prudent avoidance.  EMF's are known to be a class B carcinogen!!  in addition to the long term 
health concerns, buying a house with high fields will be an economic disaster.  a house within high fields will be 
practically impossible to sell.  decreasing the home value 30 to 50%. the preferred route for the transmission line is the 
most practicle. the lines should be ran by major streets, highways and commercial areas.  KEEP IT THERE!!!

Mitigation:

Submission date: Sat Oct 24 11:05:36 2009

This information has also been entered into a centralized database for future analysis.

For questions about the database or the functioning of this tool, contact:

Andrew Koebrick
andrew.koebrick@state.mn.us

108a

108b
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FEIS ID#110

110a.

(See response to FEIS ID#2a)

110b.

(See response to FEIS ID#8a)

110c.

(See response to FEIS ID#2b)

draft EIS docket ET2/TL-08-1474
theresa ruhland [trruhl@hotmail.com]  

To: Scott Ek 
Brookings County-Hampton 345 kV Transmission Line Project 
Docket No. ET2/TL-08-1474 

From:  Theresa Ruhland  

Scott,  
I have several comments on the draft EIS. 
I would like to restate that our century farm in section 3 of Derrynane Township, Le Sueur County is our livelihood as well as a
place of recreation.  We use our field roads for daily walks, snowshoeing and cross country skiing, as well as kite flying, and 
horseback rides.  The potential health threats of living so close to and spending so much time in recreation under these high 
voltage lines are real to me, especially after caring for my parents until their death, my father dying from leukemia and my 
mother cancer.   As proposed we would be surrounded by 345 kV or larger power lines.   We take our health seriously raising 
most of our own fruits and vegetables, our bee hives are located under the proposed lines—this year we harvested over 400 
pounds of honey from them.  They are exposed to the rain and dew and would be affected by a powerline overhead .  We have 
no where to move them to and still be as effective for pollination and as productive for honey.  We also raise cattle and studies
have shown that EMFs from nearby high voltage lines are detrimental to cattle health and productivity. 
The CapX statement in the draft EIS section 6.5.1 of the power lines increasing ones’ property value with the inclusion of the 
power line poles would certainly not be the case in our area.  We witness the existing 345 kV Excel line less than a mile to our
East and know our neighbors have had to take Excel to court to have them repair fields after routine maintenance left the 
property unusable. 
Section 7.4.4.7 states ‘Transmission lines may affect agricultural land use in this segment by the amount of land removed from 
productive use by the footprint of each tower.’  When the line proposers state this someone who does not farm may indeed think 
this is the case.  However, with today’s equipment it is much harder to utililize your cropland to it’s full extent with obstacles in 
the middle of your field,  soil which is heavily compacted from power line equipment traveling through wet fields, and 
electromagnetic energy interfering with your equipment.  Also our fields have interconnecting tile lines and the heavy 
construction and thereafter service equipment is likely to destroy these tile lines.  In the draft EIS this section of line is described
as running along field boundaries.  This is not the case, it would go through the middle of our fields.   
I do not know why on the entire 240 miles of power line our property is one of 2 sections where we are both the preferred and 
alternate site for the power line.  As proposed many people in this area would be completely enclosed by 345 kV or larger power
lines within a mile of their residence.  This is totally unacceptable to expose us to all these high voltage power lines.  Even if no 
health studies conclusively state detrimental health effects of living near one line, I have found no studies done on people being
surrounded this closely by high voltage lines.  We should not be the guinea pigs.   
For all these reasons a suitable alternative must be found. 

Theresa and George Ruhland
8375 West 280th Street
New Prague, Minnesota 56071 

Hotmail: Trusted email with powerful SPAM protection. Sign up now.

Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 11:51 AM 

To: Ek, Scott (COMM)  

Page 1 of 1draft EIS docket ET2/TL-08-1474

11/30/2009https://webmail.state.mn.us/owa/?ae=Item&t=IPM.Note&id=RgAAAADorgEoXrmgT6NvkGn0VKroB...

110a

110c
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FEIS ID#111

111a. 

(See response to FEIS ID#241a)
Ek, Scott (COMM)

From: J & K Salaba [jksalaba@means.net]
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 7:04 AM
To: Ek, Scott (COMM)
Subject: EIS Comment docket ET2/TL-08-1474
Attachments: capx 001.jpg; capx 002.jpg; capx 003.jpg

Page 1 of 2

11/30/2009

----- Original Message ----- 
From: J & K Salaba
To: scott.ek@state.mn.us
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2009 9:49 PM 
Subject: EIS Comment 

����������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS)�Comment
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� �Brookings-Hampton 345 kV Project��� 

��� ��� We live on what is considered the "alternate route" of the Brookings-Hampton line. Our land is in 
northern Rice county, on State Highway #19, just north of Lonsdale.

������� In reviewing the draft EIS, several things stood out to us. 
��� ��� * Graph 7.5.4.1-1�� shows that the alternate route has far more homes that would be affected, 
being in the 76-150 ft. range, by the Capx powerline.
��� ��� * Additional graphs throughout the EIS show that going the "alternate" route would 
unfortunately impact:
�������������� -�many more communication towers
�������������� -�affect more archaeological & historic sites
�������������� -�has more rare & unique resourses within the one mile range
�������������� -�the alternate route also has more watercourse and PWI crossings
�������������� -�more & larger wetland crossings
�������������� -�more snowmobile trails that will be impacted
�������������� -�has more acres of WPA's close by
���������������- and there is an explosives company along the "alternate route"
������� * The alternate route would be passing on the northern edge of the city of Lonsdale and would 
then travel along the state highway - along land that the city hopes to develop in future years.� A 
significant stretch of Capx line would be within the one mile range from the city of Lonsdale, where 
they had expected growth to occur.
��� ��� *�An extreme�concern to us, and all of those�who would unfortunately be in the vicinity, is an 
above ground natural gas valve that is located immediately adjacent to the gravel road - 60th street - 
which is being considered an "alternate" to the alternate route. In Capx's own information that was 
distributed earlier this year, it stated that if they possibly can, it is important to stay away from gas 
lines as the powerlines are constantly giving off static or sparks. If there were to be any small leak, as 
yet undetected from the gas line, a catastrophic explosion could occur. In�our case, it is not only an 
underground line that we have...but an above ground valve! What will happen when the gas company 
needs to work on the valve, or the gas line? What if a leak occurs?� If the powerline were to go down 

111a
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FEIS ID#111 continued

60th street, the results would be disasterous as the line would be passing directly overhead.
��� ��� If the line were to run along highway #19, (as is being considered, also) you can see from the 
photo that is attached, that the powerline would still be running far, far�too close to the above ground 
valve. Dangerously close. And would actually then�be running (in that scenario), directly overhead of 
the line portion where it crosses the highway.

��� ��� Ideally, if the Capx powerline could be halted, to allow power companies and the government to 
find other ways - perhaps "green" alternatives such as smart power strips that homeowners could use 
to power down their appliances when not in use. Cutting back on phantom power that is lost 
unnecessarily? It would cost far less for the power companies to make these available to the public, 
than it would be to construct this line. That way no one would have to have this in their backyard.

Please consider all of these findings. We respectfully request an email response stating that you have 
indeed received our comments. Please do so by noon Monday, November 30, 2009.

������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Jeff & Kathy Salaba
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 6098 Independence Avenue
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Lonsdale, Minnesota
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 55046

Page 2 of 2
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FEIS ID#112

112a. 

The future Leaf Trail housing development 

is shown on map FEIS ID#3 in Appendix 

C. It could not be determined where the 

woodworking business shop is located from the 

comment.

Ek, Scott (COMM)

From: Delores [silvmem@myclearwave.net]
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2009 7:33 PM
To: Ek, Scott (COMM)
Subject: Notice of Public Hearing - Brookings to Hampton Transmission Project

Page 1 of 1

11/30/2009

Mr. Ek, 
    My husband, Clarence, & I live on 60th St. West, in Wheatland Township. Our road, 60th St. West & Leaf Trail, 
which is directly West of us, is a route that was added as an alternate to the alternate route at the last meeting of the 
Task Force Board, of which Clarence was also a member, representing Wheatland Township. 60th St. West & Leaf 
Trail are narrow gravel township roads with at least 16 homes being impacted by the lines if they should be placed on 
this route. 
    My husband & I went to each home, got permission of the homeowner, & measured the distance of the homes to the 
outer edge of the road right-of-way. One ladies' home is 19 feet from the edge of the right-of-way & her shed on the 
other side of the road is 8 feet! Some of the other distances are 89', 54', 49', 102', 93' & all the others very similar, so I 
think you can understand why this route would not be feasible to be used for the power lines. Not only that, but the 
maps in the CapX books show that this road was looked at from the very start, but was classified as not being usable 
for this project. 
    Among other items on the line is a gas venting station, about 3 feet from the right-of-way, a lake, slough land, thick 
woods that would be cut through & destroyed by the lines & much wildlife. There are 3 homes located on top of the 
hill on 60th St., one is a home of a greenhouse business & one is a home of a beekeeper. These lines would have to 
cross those homes. Leaf Trail has a housing development in very close proximity to the route & also not listed on the 
map & a woodworking business whose shop is only 49 feet from the edge of the road right-of-way. 
    Included on the alternate route & alternate to the alternate route are many Century Farms, at least 10 or more.
    We feel that there are many other locations for this project that would be more fitting if it has to be built. And we 
sincerely wonder whether these power lines are needed at all. Why not upgrade existing lower voltage lines as needed 
& invest in smart grid technologies that will carry us into the future. Wouldn't that make more sense? 

Clarence & Delores Salaba 
9376 60th St. West 
Lonsdale, MN 55046 
Wheatland Township, Rice County
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FEIS ID#113

113a. 

Limitations on transmission line height and 

distance to public airports are discussed in 

Section 6.9.2 of the DEIS. The text box, “How 

can transmission lines impact private airports?” 

addresses transmission line issues associated 

with private airports such as Sky Harbor 

Residential Air Park. Moreover, the potential 

impact of the transmission line on Sky Harbor 

Residential Air Park, including distances from 

the proposed route alternatives to the airport, is 

specifically discussed in Section 7.5.4.9.

Upon further review of additional information, 

Section 7.5.4.9, page 7-143, 3rd paragraph under 

Airports and Landing Strips, last sentence 

should be amended as follows:

Replace “The new proposed route alternative 

does not appear to impinge upon the protected 

approach airspace required for utility runways.” 

with “While at these distances and relative 

elevations, a transmission line could be installed 

along route alternative 5A-04.  It should be noted 

however, that the line at this distance from Sky 

Harbor Airpark may have the potential to create 

a safety hazard to air navigation.  There are 

other route alternatives in the area that would be 

far superior to route alternative 5A-04 for these 

reasons.”
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FEIS ID#113 continued

Map FEIS ID#150 in Appendix C shows the 

location of the Sky Harbor Airpark.  See also 

response to FEIS ID#7b. (See discussion on 

problematic routes in Section 1.0)
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FEIS ID#113 continued

113a
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FEIS ID#113 continued
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FEIS ID#114/115

114a.

(See response to FEIS ID#2a)

114b.

(See response to FEIS ID#18b)

114c.

(See response to FEIS ID#10b)

114d.

(See response to FEIS ID#10a)

114e.

(See response to FEIS ID#4a)

114f.

(See response to FEIS ID#95h)

114g. 

Section 6.10 (Recreation) of the DEIS discusses 

the potential impacts and mitigation methods 

regarding various different recreation resources 

that may fall within the proposed project 

boundaries. (See response to FEIS ID#53c)

114a

114b
114c

114d

114e

114f

114g
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FEIS ID#114/115 continued
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FEIS ID#117

117a. 

When a utility submits an application to the 

Commission for a route permit they must 

provide, pursuant to Minn. R. 7850.1900, 

subp 2C, “at least two proposed routes for 

the proposed HVTL and identification of the 

applicant’s preferred route and the reasons 

for the preference.” Your le�ers have not been 

ignored.  The applicants’ preferred route as 

identified in the RPA would follow along 260th 

Street in your area.  The OES during the scoping 

period solicited comments on alternative routes 

and included 51 additional route alternatives 

and 26 alignment alternatives in the Scoping 

Decision Document that were evaluated in the 

DEIS.  It is not possible to evaluate moving 

the transmission line “significantly (miles) 

from our land” as stated in your le�er.  The 

project purpose and need was determined in 

during the certificate of need process and is 

detailed in Certificate of Need Order Docket 

No. ET-2, E-002, et al./CN-06-1115.  The OES 

therefore is required to evaluate the preferred 

and alternative routes.  In a�empt to address 

your issues the OES suggested an alignment 

alternative that would follow along the south 

side of 260th Street in your area. 
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FEIS ID#117 continued

In Addition, the subject of property values and 

land-based economies as identified in your le�er 

was addressed in Section 6.5 and 6.8 of the DEIS, 

respectively.

117a
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FEIS ID#117 continued
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FEIS ID#117 continued
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FEIS ID#117 continued
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FEIS ID#117 continued
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FEIS ID#122

122a. 

(See response to FEIS ID#8a)
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FEIS ID#125

125a.

(See response to FEIS ID#2a and FEIS ID#8a)

125b. 

Transmission lines and substations are 

designed to operate for decades with minimal 

maintenance, particularly in the first few years 

of operation.  In general, if damage has occurred 

to crops, drain tile, fences or the property, the 

applicants would be required as a condition of 

the permit to fairly reimburse the landowner for 

the damages sustained.

125c.

(See response to FEIS ID#8a and FEIS ID#45b)

Ek, Scott (COMM)

From: Brian Skluzacek [countryboy_15@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2009 7:34 PM
To: Ek, Scott (COMM)
Subject: Brookings to Hampton 345 kV Transmission Project
Importance: High

Page 1 of 1

11/30/2009

My�name�is�Brian�Skluzacek�and�I�am�writing�to�you�to�express�my�concerns�over�the�Brooking�to�Hamptoms�345�kV�
Transmission�project.��
�

This�farm�has�been�in�our�family�for�over�a�century�and�I�am�the�5th�generation�to�run�and�own�the�farm.���This�power�
line�project�concerns�me�as�this�farm�is�my�lively�hood.��I�raise�crops�and�cattle.��

I�have�read�the�documents�and�notice�these�poles�would�run�right�in�the�middle�of�my�property.��This�greatly�concerns�
me�for�several�reasons:
�

1. The�voltage�has�many�effects�of�concern�to�me,�mainly�human�and�livestock�health,�production�and�
fertility�of�my�cattle,�my�interest�in�organic�farming,�and�possible�cancer�causing�disease.����

2. My�field�can�be�accessible�at�any�time�of�the�year�which�could�cause�crop�damage.��
3. The�electrical�fence�hazards�increase�potential�shock�and�fueling�issues�with�my�farming�equipment.�
4. My�farm�also�has�two�wetlands�with�migrating�waterfowl�that�could�be�in�jeopardy.��

�
I�am�engaged�to�be�married�on�September�11,�2010�and�my�fiancé,�Amy,�and�I�plan�to�raise�our�children�on�this�family�
farm�the�way�is�have�been�for�centuries.��I�am�asking�that�you�reconsider�location�of�these�power�lines�away�from�my�
property.
�
Thank�You,
Brian�Skluzacek
5501�Leaf�Trail
New�Prague,�MN�56071
507�213�2071
��

Hotmail: Trusted email with Microsoft's powerful SPAM protection. Sign up now.
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FEIS ID#128

128a. 

(See response to FEIS ID#7b and FEIS ID#113a) 

Map FEIS ID#150 in Appendix C shows the 

location of the Sky Harbor Airpark.

CapX 2020 Project
Christer Stenstrom [chrisstenstrom@gmail.com]

Mr. Scott Ek�� ����������������������� ����������������������� ����������������������� ����������������������� ����������� November 30, 2009
Office of Energy Security and Energy Facility Planning
85 7th Place East, Suite 500
St. Paul, MN 55101-2198

Cc:      Ms. Stephanie Strength
Environmental Protection Specialist
USDA, Rural Utilities Service
1400 independence Avenue S.W  Stop 1571
Washington DC 20250-1571

Dear Mr. Ek 

This letter is being written in objection to the proposed reroute / or use of the alternate route published 
recently for the CapX2020 project.   As it understood, the reroute of the CapX2020 Brooking to Hampton line 
will bring the 200 foot towers within 1/2 mile barrier of  Sky Harbor Airpark (1MN8)  located in Webster MN.  
This private/public airport houses over 70 registered aircraft and operates as one of Minnesota largest in 
terms of aircraft on field aircraft. 

The proposed alternate route places these towers Directly into the Published Airport Traffic Pattern of the 
states largest residential airpark.  We as aviators recognize this as both a significant and unacceptable risk 
to lives by placing these lines in such close proximity to operating aircraft such as Ultra lights, Hot Air 
Balloons, Light Singles, and other low performance aircraft.  

Additionally,  it should be noted that per both FAA and Minnesota Regulations, any such development 
within a the navigable airspace as presented in Federal Aviation Regulations, 14 CFR Part 77 would and 
does require federal review and review of the existing state and local airspace regulations.  As listed in FAA 
Advisory Circular (AC) 150/5190-4A. Model Zoning Ordinance to Limit Height of Objects Around Airports I 
believe that the proposed alternate rerouting has not addressed these critical safety issues to navigable 
airspace around 1MN8, Minnesota Sky Harbor Airport. 

It is the purpose of this letter to convey both the danger and the hazard to navigation that these towers 
would impose upon one of the states largest aircraft bases.  On a personal basis, I do not believe this to be 
in Webster, MN, Rice County, or it’s residence best interest and would like to add my official objection to this 
project.

Respectfully Submitted 

Christer Stenstrom
4324 Chester Court
Webster, MN 55088
(952) 652-2346

Sky Harbor Airpark Resident
Webster, MN 55088

Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 10:34 AM 

To: Ek, Scott (COMM); stephanie.strength@usda.gov  

Page 1 of 1CapX 2020 Project
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FEIS ID#130

130a. 

This is a process question.  A le�er dated 

September 15, 2009, was sent out to landowners 

located along newly identified alternative route 

segments. OES records indicate this le�er was 

sent to Linda Stoddard at 3193 State Highway 

23, Marshall, Minnesota 56258.

130b.

(See response to FEIS ID#10b)

130c.

(See response to FEIS ID#2a)

130d.

(See response to FEIS ID#4a and 18b)

130e.

(See response to FEIS ID#18b)

130f.

(See response to FEIS ID#18a)

130a

130b

130c

130d

130a

130e
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FEIS ID#134

134a. 

Route A-LES-001 was renumbered as route 

alternative 5A-01 in the DEIS.  Sheet HL6 

in Appendix A of the DEIS indicates that 

alternative route 5A-01 would run past 

approximately 12 residences/structures.

134b. 

Route A-RIC-001 was renumbered as route 

alternative 5A-03 in the DEIS. Sheet HL13 

in Appendix A of the DEIS indicates two 

residences/structures at the southwest corner 

of 60th Street and Leaf Trail. See alson response 

to FEIS ID#3a.  Map FEIS ID#3 in Appendix C 

shows the area mentioned by the commenter.

Ek, Scott (COMM)

From: Foster and Lisa Transburg [trans@means.net]
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2009 9:42 PM
To: Ek, Scott (COMM)
Cc: Capx.Oah@state.mn.us
Subject: capx2020 Docket#7-2500-20283-2 New Prague alternative area

Page 1 of 1

11/30/2009

Scott,

    My name is Foster Transburg and I live at 5520 Leaf Trail New Prague MN 56071.  My email is trans@means.net.  I live along 
the Helena Substation to Lake Marion Substation A-RIC-001 ATF (NE Alt 2) route.  The reason I am writing is to bring up a few 
things about this area that I believe are not included on the map and suggestions for the new line.
    The A-LES-001 route's statement is incorrect.  It impacts more than one home.  There are eight existing homes along the route,
instead of the one that is mentioned.  Plus, it may effect two other potential homes on Soco LN.  The lots are for sale, but the
homes are not built yet.
    The A-RIC-001 ATF (NE alt 2) route is also missing potential houses on the South West corner of 60th St W and Leaf Trail.  I
believe there are seven lots for sale.  Also, I would like to mention that Rice County has a 1 house per 40 acre policy to preserve
the farmland.  Bringing electric lines across existing farms will cut the farms into pieces; thus creating more undo hardships to the 
farmers in this area.  There are also many wetlands in the area which could also potentially be affected.
    A suggestion I have is to run the lines along other existing large lines like the one that crosses I-494 in Eden Prairie.  From 
there, it could run along railroad tracks. 

Thanks,

Foster Transburg

134a
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FEIS ID#136

136a.

(See response to FEIS ID#18a)

136b.

(See response to FEIS ID#4a and 18b)

136c.

(See response to FEIS ID#10b

136d.

(See response to FEIS ID#4a)

136a

136b

136c

136d
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FEIS ID#139

139a.

(See response to FEIS ID#2a)

139b.

(See response to FEIS ID#58a)

139c.

(See response to FEIS ID#46f)

139d. 

Map 7.5-17 of the DEIS identifies a park in this 

area.  Please also see FEIS ID#139a above.

This public comment has been sent via the form at: 
www.energyfacilities.puc.state.mn.us/publicComments.html 

You are receiving it because you are listed as the contact for this project.

Project Name: Brookings County - Hampton Transmission Line Project 

Docket number: ET2/TL 08-1474 

User Name: elizabeth vankuiken 

County: Scott County 

City: lakeville 

Email: circlev4@yahoo.com 

Phone: 9524613330 

Impact:  To whom it may concern 

  I write today to voice my concern over the current preferred route being proposed for 
the High Voltage Power lines in MN. 
  Brookings County-Hampton Transmission Line Project" 
  PUC Docket No. ET2/TL-08-1474 
My name is Elizabeth Vankuiken 24567 Dakota ave lakeville mn 55044 

  I strongly support the "Modified South Route" because it impacts fewer homes and 
affects less people and has less natural environmental impact. 

  I work in the medical field and my work is an evidence based practice. If its not proven 
safe it does NOT reach the patient. 
   The research on the safety of high voltage power lines to people, animals, and the 
environment is inconclusive. In my world that means NOT safe and should not  be used 
until PROVEN safe. The fate and welfare of my families well being and safety is in the 
hands of the EIS. My home is 300 feet from the lines or in my yard according to the 
preferred route proposal. 
  We moved to the country to raise our family in a natural safe environment.We have 
llamas and breed Gordon Setters. We have 2 children. My son has been chronically ill 
since 18 months of age. He has chronic sinusitis, allergies, asthma, and now endocrine 
deficiencies requiring daily injections. I am alarming concerned for his health with the 
power lines so close to our home due to his already compromised state of health. 
 We have planted over 1500 trees on our property. We have tried and our currently trying 
to flood the joint properties behind us to create a wet land.We want to preserve our area. 

139a
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FEIS ID#139 continued

 There is a Riding Stable across the street from me for handicapped children that will 
have the line through their property. The name of the ranch Is Majestic Riding Ranch.The 
farmer next to them has a pace maker. Next door they have kids and raise Thorough bred 
horses. We have so much wild life in our back yard like  fox,turkey,owls,deer,pheasant, 
and Bald Eagles to name a few .We have a creek with fish. All negatively impacted by 
these power lines. 
  Cedar Lake Parks has been taken over by Scott County Parks and will be opening soon 
and has plans to grow in the near  future. Many schools, Church groups, and families 
escape to Cedar Lake Farms for a day in the country to enjoy the  lake and animals. They 
don't come to expose the children to high voltage power lines which are proposed to go in 
across the street from the park. 

The power lines have a tremendous impact on this very small section  imagine the large 
picture. 
There is a proposed modified south route that needs to be seriously considered. It affects 
far less people. It will require extra steps because of the MN Dot guidelines that  will 
need to be followed, but Best for People and the Environment. 

The Lake Marion substation needs to stay as is and a new substation built south with the 
new route. They need and additional 20-30 acres to build at this Lake Marion location. 
This is an area that is the new developing Suburbs. Too many people in this area affected. 

Move the line to the proposed" modified south route". It will impact the least. 

                     Overhead route : homes within 500 
                     length(miles)     feet 

CapXproposed route
Brookings-Hampton      44 miles           :  171 homes 

   Special land impact in for his proposed routeWatt Munisotaram Buddhist Temple Stud 
Horse Farm Home Handicapped riding Stable Cedar Lake Park 

CapX alternate         55 miles           :  190 homes 

Modified southern      45 miles           :  110 homes 

route alternative 

Modified southern      49 miles           :  114 homes 
route alternate2

139b
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FEIS ID#139 continued

Overhead route length from CapX Minnesota Permit application page 2-3 Home counts 
from CapXtables 6-2, 
8-2 from Minnesota Route permit application and as interpreted from CapX GIS data for 
Modified Alternatives 

                                  Hear my plea 
                                Thank you for your time 
                                  Elizabeth Vankuiken 

Mitigation:  

Submission date: Mon Nov 30 14:00:50 2009 

This information has also been entered into a centralized database for  
future analysis. 

For questions about the database or the functioning of this tool, contact: 

Andrew Koebrick 
andrew.koebrick@state.mn.us
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FEIS ID#140

140a. 

(See response to FEIS ID#3b) Map FEIS ID#140 in 

Appendix C shows houses in this area.
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Ek, Scott (COMM)

From: Dan Wambeke [djwambeke@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 1:17 PM
To: Ek, Scott (COMM)
Cc: Kirsch, Raymond (COMM)
Subject: Docket ET2/TL 08-1474 public comment on EIS draft
Attachments: grove.jpg

Page 1 of 2

11/19/2009

Hello Scott, 

I am summarizing in this email the points which I made yesterday at the Nov. 17 public comment meeting at the Marshall Best Western. The 
following additions/edits to the EIS will help to make the document more accurate and thorough: 

� In Section 6.1.1 on the visual and aesthetic impacts, the following quote is inaccurate: "In these agricultural areas, the power poles 
would be visible on clear days from up to two miles." Because of the relative flatness of the topography  here and the general lack of 
trees, they will be visible much farther. It should be changed to, "In these agricultural areas, the power poles will be a dominant feature 
of the skyline for 2-3 miles, and on clear days may be visible up to 10 miles."  

� I'm grateful to see Section 6.1.5 discussing the impacts to tree groves and windbreaks. However, this section does not accurately capture 
the essence of this particular category of impact. There are a number of improvements to this section that can be made: 

� Figure 6.1.5-1, entitled "A typical farmstead windbreak" is anything but that. The photo shows a house with a relatively small 
number of trees (10-15?) surrounding it. Very few farmsteads in this part of the state have that few trees around them. The 
"typical" windbreak, in reality, would have at least a hundred mature trees on the west and north sides of the property. This 
photo needs to be changed so that it can more accurately reflect the type of environmental impact that is being assessed here. I
am attaching a photo of my own farmstead as an example of this kind of tree grove. It may not be the best quality photo, as I 
found it difficult to take the photo from a good angle that showed the whole grove, but if you are not able to find an alternate
example of a farmstead windbreak, feel free to use it in place of the existing photo.  

� The sentence, "During public scoping meetings, residents of western Minnesota identified the importance of trees for privacy, 
shade, and wind screen protection around rural residences and farmsteads." should then be followed up with the following 
sentences which will help to describe why this is important: "In this region, farmsteads typically have over a hundred trees 
aligned in rows on the west and north sides of the properties, with an outer row or two of lower levels of shrubbery. These 
groves are carefully placed and designed to cause the wind to go up and over them to create a 'wind shadow.' So, in addition to
increasing the aesthetic value of the property, they are an essential element in helping to reduce heating costs and also managing 
the presence of blowing and drifting snow during the winter. The reduction, or removal, of even a portion of these tree groves,
whether as a temporary construction impact or as a permanent right-of-way impact, would constitute a major impact to the 
affected property."  

� Furthermore, the sentence, "The applicants indicate that the Preferred Route and Alternate Route have been located to avoid the
removal of trees to the greatest extent possible." may be accurate when applied to naturally occuring wooded areas, but does not
adequately address this impact, and the ability to mitigate it. Because they are not "naturally" occuring, they tend to be shaped
rectangularly (with the trees in straight lines) and are generally not so thick that they cannot be avoided. In the western part of 
the state, the vast majority of tree groves and windbreaks along the indicated routes should therefore be considered to be non-
necessary impacts, and would be avoidable simply by using careful route alignments. A sentence or two needs to be added to 
this section that says, "In western Minnesota, in most cases tree groves and windbreaks can be completely protected by a shift of
the route alignment, so that the line is built on the opposite side of the road from farmsites, or in cases where the line is not
following a road, shifting the route centerline over by a small amount (e.g. 50-75 feet). This is a feasible mitigation strategy
because the groves tend to be straight and rectangular in shape, and are often only 50-100 feet wide." 

� In Fairview Township, at the corners of sections 1, 2, 11, & 12 (visible on both Route Maps SL17 & SL18, as well as the map 7.1-13),
there is a small area of wetland impact. I can't tell if it's adequately marked in the EIS. There are what appears to be a couple small dots 
on the maps, but if they are supposed to be indicative of the wetland, they are not large enough. It should be recorded that at this spot 
there would be approximately an acre of wetland affected in the Right-of-Way. This impact is true no matter what route alignment is 
made here. The wetland here is managed via a RIM/NRCS wetland conservation easement. Please correct the maps, and also correct the
statistics appropriately in section 7.1.4.11.  

� In Section 7.1.4.1, on the Human Settlement impact for the Brookings-Lyon Co. segment of the line, you've correctly noted a couple of 
"narrow" areas. Depending upon the exact route alignment, however, many more narrow areas than this exist, and in the interest of a 
thorough analysis of this segment, these should be noted. (Similar to how, in section 7.3.4.1 discussing the Lyon Co.-Helena segment, 
narrow areas north and east of Milroy were noted.) Please add the following paragraph (and also add corresponding "narrows" markers
to the maps), which describes two more of these areas. "Northeast of Marshall, where the Preferred Route runs south from 340th Street
to 290th Street, the current proposed route alignment, on the west side of the existing 115kV East River line, avoids major impacts to 
two farmsites. If this alignment were ever to change to the east side of the existing 115kV line, two major impacts would be 
unavoidable. At the farmsite 1/2 mile south of 320th Street, the line would run extremely close to the house (approx. 85 feet) and many 
trees would need to be removed. At the farmsite 1/2 mile north of 320th Street , the line would also run close to the house (approx. 100 

FEIS ID#143

143a.

20/20 vision equates roughly one arcminute of 

resolution.  Conservatively assuming the towers 

stay six feet in diameter the whole way up, the 

maximum distance where this would be greater 

than one arcminute is just under four miles. 

Beyond that the poles should become harder to 

distinguish.  At four miles, pre�y much all of 

the tower is still above the horizon (except the 

bo�om couple feet), so on a clear day they very 

likely can be seen at that distance. 

Based on the further analysis discussed above, 

Section 6.1.1 page 6-1 column two, the sentence 

that reads “In these agricultural areas, the power 

poles would be visible on clear days from up 

to two miles.” should be amended to read, “In 

these agricultural areas, the power poles would 

be visible on clear days from up to four miles.”  

143b.

Tree groves and windbreaks will be avoided 

to the extent possible, regardless of whether 

a windbreak consists of 10 trees or 100. (See 

response to FEIS ID#18a)

143c.

(See response to FEIS ID#18a)

143a

143f

143e

143d

143c

143b
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FEIS ID#143 continued

feet), and furthermore a hog barn would fall within the right-of-way, and over 120 trees would be removed (the entire tree grove on the 
west side of the property). In addition to the typical impacts of tree grove removal, some of these trees are also used in a small maple 
syruping operation, so this would constitute a land use impact here as well."  

� A specific correction needs to be made in Section 7.1.4.1. Where it references a narrow spot saying, "Where 1P-02 runs just north of 
Marshall, there is a house located on the south side of road that would be within the ROW if the proposed line were placed on the south 
side of the road. Directly across from this home, a propane tank would be within the ROW if the line were placed on the north side of 
road." it needs to be corrected: the propane tank and house are reversed - the house in the ROW is on the north side of the road and the 
propane tank is on the south. In addition, it should be noted that the south side of the road, with the propane tank, also contains a house, 
which would would be within 100 feet from the route centerline if the line were on the south side, and several mature trees would need 
to be removed from this property.  

� If, as you verbally stated in the meeting yesterday, it is the position of the OES that there are no health risks due to EMF exposure, then 
that policy position should be explicitly stated in Section 6.2.1.3. As it currently exists, it is clearly crafted to give the impression that 
there is no basis to the fear of health risks, while refraining from firmly committing to that position. In any event, I think this section 
would benefit from a brief summary of the opposing point of view, even if it is not the view held by the OES. That way this document 
would contain a full representation of the existing data as well as the possible different interpretations of that data. Reasonable people 
can, and do, look at the same data and yet come to a different conclusion about the amount of risk involved. There is testimony by a Dr. 
Carpenter, who has a different slant on the health risk issue, which was recently submitted to the the project docket by an intervenor in 
this project. Perhaps his input could be used as a basis for the summary of the "opposing viewpoint. 

Thank you for your willingness to consider, and incorporate, this feedback into the final EIS. Please reply to this email with verification that it 
was received. 

Dan Wambeke 
3260 280th Ave 
Marshall, MN 56258 

Page 2 of 2

11/19/2009

143d.

(See response to FEIS ID#39a)

143e.

A map of the wetland mentioned by the 

commenter is available in Appendix C FEIS 

ID#161. The wetland points on the DEIS maps 

represent the acreages present within the 150-

foot ROW. The actual acreage of this particular 

wetland in the 150-foot ROW is 0.36 acre. 

Wetland data in the DEIS are based on the 

National Wetland Inventory (NWI) data; no 

wetland delineations would be conducted until a 

route has been issued by the Commission.

143f.

(See response to FEIS ID#39a)

143g.

(See response to FEIS ID#69e) Map FEIS ID#69 in 

Appendix C shows the location described by the 

commenter.

143h.

Evidence supporting varying perspectives on 

the health effects of EMF was provided at the 

Public Hearing, the transcript of which is a 

public record. See FEIS ID#46 submi�ed by Paula 

Goodman-Maccabee, which included testimony 

from her EMF expert.

143h

143g
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FEIS ID#144

144a. 

(See response to FEIS ID#69e)
RE: Docket ET2/TL 08-1474 public comment on EIS draft
Dan Wambeke [djwambeke@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2009 10:36 AM 

To: Ek, Scott (COMM)  

Hi Scott, 

My second to last bullet point is actually an item that I noticed after I had read the comments at the meeting.  Please be 
sure to incorporate that into the EIS as well. 

Thanks, 
Dan

--- On Mon, 11/30/09, Ek, Scott (COMM) <Scott.Ek@state.mn.us> wrote: 

From: Ek, Scott (COMM) <Scott.Ek@state.mn.us> 
Subject: RE: Docket ET2/TL 08-1474 public comment on EIS draft 
To: "Dan Wambeke" <djwambeke@yahoo.com> 
Date: Monday, November 30, 2009, 9:12 PM 

Yes. Your comments were received when you verbally read them at the public meeting as well the email you sent.

Regards,
Scott Ek

From: Dan Wambeke [djwambeke@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 4:16 PM 
To: Ek, Scott (COMM) 
Cc: Kirsch, Raymond (COMM) 
Subject: Fw: Docket ET2/TL 08-1474 public comment on EIS draft 

Hi Scott, 

I did not receive confirmation that you had received my comments below, so I am sending them again before 
the deadline on comments for the EIS.  Please reply to let me know that these comments were received. 

Thanks, 
Dan

--- On Wed, 11/18/09, Dan Wambeke <djwambeke@yahoo.com> wrote: 

From: Dan Wambeke <djwambeke@yahoo.com> 
Subject: Docket ET2/TL 08-1474 public comment on EIS draft 
To: scott.ek@state.mn.us 
Cc: raymond.kirsch@state.mn.us 
Date: Wednesday, November 18, 2009, 1:17 PM 

Hello Scott, 

I am summarizing in this email the points which I made yesterday at the Nov. 17 public comment meeting at the Marshall 
Best Western. The following additions/edits to the EIS will help to make the document more accurate and thorough: 

� In Section 6.1.1 on the visual and aesthetic impacts, the following quote is inaccurate: "In these agricultural areas, 

Page 1 of 3RE: Docket ET2/TL 08-1474 public comment on EIS draft
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